AGM DOVETAIL HELMET MOUNT
FOR MICH AND PASGT HELMETS

The AGM Dovetail Helmet Mount is designed to installation the various NVGs to the MICH or PASGT helmet. This mount features all adjust ability features to place NVG in proper position. Supports the safe disconnect feature that allow to adjust the mount for a secure lock with the shroud or to allow it to break away under stress so as to prevent injury.

Please note that mount utilizes a dovetail interface. Please make sure you have the proper adapter when purchasing this mount.

- Easy one-handed operation for all mechanical adjustments
- Mount locks into operational and flip up positions
- Fast and easy installation
- Lightweight and durable all-metal bracket design
- Adjustable goggles arm angle and eye relief
- Goggles vertical position adjustment
- Low profile when mounted on a helmet
- Automatic switch on/off system
- Safe disconnect feature

Specifications are subject to change without notice. Images are for illustration purposes only.

Export of AGM G50S mount is controlled by the US International Traffic and Arms Regulation (ITAR) 22 CFR part 120-130 or Export Administration Regulation (EAR) 15 CFR part 730-774. If the specific device is determined to be export-controlled, it may not be exported, transmitted, or provided to any non-US person as defined by the ITAR and EAR without first complying with the export control requirements of the ITAR or EAR. For domestic sales, it is the recipient's responsibility to assure that the item can be legally sold to another party either in or outside of the United States.
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